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Where I Am From
By Ally

I am from,
The Mountains
I am from
The blazing sun, that beats down scorching everyone below
I am from
The desert, the burning sands, and the desert flora and fauna
I am from,
The rock formations livening up the desert loneliness
I am from
My backyard
My backyard shows me how big the world really is

I am from
My pets and family members, they are my inspiration
They are more than I could ever wish for
They let me know I am appreciated
I am from
Nature, and my photography
my photography brings me more
More love, more laughter, more hugs
My photography brings back memories
Memories of friends and beloved family members and pets
My photography reminds me of all those happy times together,
Times with everyone I love surrounding me

I am from
Strength, my strength is my power,
But I am from
hope, destiny, and fate
These last longer than strength
They are more valuable than anything

I am from
Singing and music
Music brings me joy, and I hope brings joy to others as well
But singing brings happiness and smiles to me and those around me
I am from
Muffins and baking, my baking is made from my care for others
It brings me closer to people I love

I am from
My abilities, which stretch farther than I could ever know
I am capable of more that I know and wish to to help others believe that too
My thoughts also stretch far
my thoughts lead me back to where I am from
I am from the Earth,
The world, the Earth, the US, Arizona, Phoenix, 44th street, this is my home
And my home will cling to my potential
Kat's World

- Kingdom
- Sea World
- Animal Hospital
- Chesapeake Factory
- Restaurant/Garden
- Pool
- Waterpark
- Neighborhood
Madi

An Ode to Quarantine

Home all day, and all night
School is cancelled, so is work.
Leaving the house is dangerous unless your essential
Even then, it's dangerous.
Stay inside, stuck with loved ones,
Or go outside, see people, and make it worse for all those staying inside.
2020 is not a good year. One can only hope for a better 2021.
AN ODE TO RED

BY CEYDA

A red light on the road,
Stop,
Red banners on a paper,
Warning,
Red cheeks, flushing,
Embarrassment,
A blazing red fire that swallows the forest,
Danger,
A red rose in a lush garden,
Balance,
Red watersatelites on a warm summer day,
Lush,
A crackling red fire, toasting s'mores, a circle of laughter,
Warmth,
A handwritten message that says with a heart,
Affection.

Red is courage, love, and danger.
It is strength, joy, and danger.
Passion, belief, and determination.
Red represents all those emotions.
Red is emotion, and nobody is ever complete without every single one.
Hanush is from...

I am from Fish, Mice and other animals that live in this world.
I am from the Principia Newton Made. The Monkeys who made me.
I am from the dishwasher and the new technology store the made 400,000,000,000 million years ago.
The people who made me where high tech.
The iPhones and iPads Made me with technology store. Chlorine is my heart which is mixed into water. Water is my blood cells.
I am from the little pieces of the rubik's cube that was made 500,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 Years ago. This is parts of my bones. His is part of my life.
These Pieces make up my life where I am from...
Omar Ramirez

Physical Appearance

Attitude:
Introverted, Observant, Feeling, and Judging

Strengths:
- Supportive
- Reliable and patient
- Imaginative and Observant
- Enthusiastic
- Loyal and Hard-Working
- Good Practical skills

Challenges:
- Humble and shy
- Takes things too personally
- Repress their feelings
- Overload themselves
- Reluctant to change
- Too Altruistic

Important Quote:
"I never give up even when there's obstacles blocking my path"
FOR MY ONE AND ONLY PIZZA

Giada

For the food that makes me drool,
For the amazing experience it gives me
And a base of sauce
Very bad for you
but worth the calories
The soft and chewy texture of dough
That sits in your belly
The smell of tasty sauce and cheese
That melts your taste buds right off your tongue
For my one and only

Pizza
An Ode

Kendall

To Pink

We tend to assign this color
To a gender
Rather than it just being a color
It is now a description of who you are
Girls who like pink are girly-girls
They don't care about anything other than
Popularity and looks
And boys who like pink are
Weird, gay, feminine
But in my opinion pink isn't a color or a gender
Pink has its own personality
Bubbly, sassy, big
The way it pops
The way it can go to any age
Soft pink
Hot pink
Pastel pink
Maroon
The most diverse color
Yet we still group it
with people, genders, and sexualities
If I Ruled the World by Kavya

If I ruled the world, arms would be open and doors would be built
    And no longer would tears fall because of injustice
If I ruled the world no longer would you have to raise a fist to fight for equality
    If I ruled the world the power would not be with just a few
        If I ruled the world hope would never flee
It would be a world without hate and poverty
    No one would be lower than others
Systematic oppression would be woven out of the quilt
    If I ruled the world it would be a little better
A little more magical and a little more like a story
But I don't rule the world and so maybe one day this will become a reality
    and world will exist where it holds hands instead of punching with fists
Amira

BLACKOUT FOUND POETRY

[Handwritten text]

After endless searching, Mom and I regroup in front of the window with witty sayings on them in

[Handwritten text]

Mom's real good at being positive, she's always happy even tho

[Handwritten text]

Mum walks through the parking lot—the pavement is wet

[Handwritten text]

Mum's hair is dripping in the wind, wearing all white and lots of floppy long earrings. Normally something about the hair flying in the wind makes her look so good.

[Handwritten text]

But every single raindrop that I can wear is proving to be ineffective.

[Handwritten text]

My sister is bunking from a tiny flat in the city, middle, brown-haired and brown-eyed, which is quite essential in a secondary school, which is one step short of twelfth grade.

But every single raindrop that I can wear is proving to be ineffective.

If I ever get to number two when it comes to your wardrobe, you'll probably wear your brown dress or two, which is about to look like wallpaper—
Sammy Zell

Physical Appearance
Brown hair
Brown eyes
Short (4 feet and 10 inches)

Challenges:
Worry about social status
Inflexible
Unwilling to step outside of their comfort zone
Vulnerable to criticism
Too Needy
Too selfless

Strengths:
Strong practical skills
Strong sense of duty
Very loyal
Connects well with others
Sensitive and Warm

Attitude:

Mind:
65% Extroverted
35% Introverted

Energy:
51% Observant
49% Intuitive

Nature:
86% Feeling
14% Thinking

Tactics:
68% Judging
32% Prospecting

Identity:
68% Turbulent
32% Assertive

Important Quote:
"There is nothing I would not do for those who are really my friends. I have no notion of loving people by halves, it is not my nature." - Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey